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This project proposal arose from an effort to contribute further to an understanding of fault
system geometry and dynamics on it, with an aim towards developing simulators for use in
the next generation UCERF efforts. Contributions to UCERF3 were also supported. The two
main thrusts were developing simualtors that can handle UCERF3 fault geometries, and extend-
ing the class of geometries and loading conditions they can handle. Work examining the role
that complex stranded geometries play in fault system dynamics was initiated, with interesting
preliminary results obtained. This last work is presented in the latter part of this report.

Three publications were supported by this project. One was a UCERF publications sub-
mitted by the WGCEP, [Field et al 2015] of which the PI was a core member. One is a paper
addressing an question raised during a joint WGCEP NGA workshop: are aftershock ground
motions different from regular mainshocks? Interestingly, not only empirical ground motion es-
timates, but a new deterministic model of aftershocks says the answer is yes! [Shaw, Richards-
Dinger, and Dieterich, 2015] Some results of this work are presented later in this report. One is
a paper examining the spatal structure of aftershock statistics, and finding evidence for elastic
rebound and static stresses dominating the near field interactions, both of fundamental earth-
quake physics significance [van der Elst and Shaw, 2015]. Below, some results from the three
published papers [van der Elst and Shaw, GRL, 2015; Shaw, Richards-Dinger, and Dieterich,
GRL, 2015; Field et al, BSSA, 2015] are presented.

Publications

“ Larger aftershocks happen farther away: Nonseparability of magnitude and spatial dis-
tributions of aftershocks”, [van der Elst and Shaw, 2015], Geophysical Research Letters,
42, 5771, doi:10.1002/2015GL064734, 2015.

Aftershocks may be driven by stress concentrations left by the main shock rupture or by
elastic stress transfer to adjacent fault sections or strands. Aftershocks that occur within the
initial rupture may be limited in size, because the scale of the stress concentrations should be
smaller than the primary rupture itself. On the other hand, aftershocks that occur on adjacent
fault segments outside the primary rupture may have no such size limitation. Here we use high-
precision double-difference relocated earthquake catalogs to demonstrate that larger aftershocks
occur farther away than smaller aftershocks, when measured from the centroid of early after-
shock activity-a proxy for the initial rupture. Aftershocks as large as or larger than the initiating
event nucleate almost exclusively in the outer regions of the aftershock zone. This observation
is interpreted as a signature of elastic rebound in the earthquake catalog and can be used to
improve forecasting of large aftershocks.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the result that larger aftershocks are happening farther away. In
Figure 1 we see these larger triggered events differ spatially from the smaller ones: specifically,
they are happening disproportionately farther away. Figure 1a shows stacked distances from
different magnitude mainshocks. Figure 1b shows distances scaled by mainshock magnitude,
to give a better sense of how relative positioning for different magnitudes is working. There is a
general diffusion outwards with time, a feature noted elsewhere before (Tajima and Kanamori,
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1985;Helmstetter, 2003;Marsan and Lengline, 2008). Figure 1c shows a non-parametric way
of plotting the relative positions, here in rank ordered distance from the centroid of prior after-
shock events. Events closer than all previous events in a sequence have rank order 0, events at
the median have rank 1/2, and ones that are farther away than all prior ones have rank 1. This
allows stacking with no assumptions about scaling. There is a clear dearth of events larger than
the triggering event near the origin, and a marked skewing towards the outer edges. Figure 2
shows this more quantitatively statistically as a function of difference in magnitude between
the M4+ triggering event and the subsequent events. A cumulative running average over one
magnitude unit is shown with the solid line, and confidence limits based on distances of smaller
events are shown with the thin lines. For distances versus magnitude∆M > 0.5 this falls far
outside the confidence bounds of being statistically significant. Of particular note is the absence
in our catalog of any cases for∆M > 0.5 in the closest inner half of events, something with
< 0.5% probability of happening by chance. That is, we see a significant shadowing of the
nucleation of larger events.

Figure 3 shows a further interesting result regarding how the scaling of the distance de-
pendence gives insight into the nature of the earthquake interactions. From a fit of the spatial
distribution of aftershocks, we find a very natural physical explanation emerging from the data.
We fit a power law spatial kernel which falls asN(r)/(r2 + d2)γ/2 whereN(r) is the available
nucleation sites at increasing radius, andd(M) = 10λ(M−Mref ) is a magnitude dependent in-
ner lengthscale related to the rupture area radius. Using a finite seismogenic depth on a planar
fault, we have derived a form forN(r) (Shaw, 1993). We find a substantially better fit to the
data, in a MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimate) and AIC (Akaike Information Criteria, which
penalizes extra parameters ) sense using this geometrical correction assuming a finite thick-
ness fault than either neglecting the finite seismogenic depth, or assuming available nucleation
sites scale with the volume of a finite thickness slab (Hardebeck, 2013). With this geometrical
correction, MLE estimates of parameters shows a best fitting set of parametersλ = .53 and
γ = 2.93, values which are very close to theoretically expected values associated with constant
stress drop scaling (λ = .5) and static stress falloff from a point source (γ = 3). Indeed, the
values are so close, within the uncertainties of the fit given the boxcar assumption of mainshock
sources and associated geometrical correction, that this appears to be very strong evidence of
a very simple physics associated with these interactions. This very physical result differs from
previous analysis in that we have made a more careful geometrical correction for the depth
distribution on a finite seismogenic thickness fault. If we instead fit just power laws without
geometrical corrections, we find values ofγ = 1.77, consistent with values found by previ-
ous studies (Felzer and Brodsky, 2006;Marsan and Lengline, 2010;Powers and Jordan, 2010;
Shearer, 2012;Hardebeck, 2013). The inset in Figure 3 shows a further interesting physical
result. Fixing the exponents to be the nearby theoretical values,λ = .5 andγ = 3, we find an
amplitude for the radius which corresponds to a stress drop of 3.0MPa, another very physical
value, and a result consistent with previously found values (Hanks, 1977;Abercrombie, 1995).
Thus we see a basic premise of this approach in action: by studying the details of these distri-
butions, we learn important things about the physics of the interactions and mechanics. And,
specifically, we see strong quantitative evidence that nearby aftershock triggering is dominated
by static stress interactions.
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Figure 1: Stacked aftershocks of mainshocks using novel measure of distance from running centroid
location of previous aftershocks. (top) Distance of aftershocks with respect to the running centroid
location of previous aftershocks for M4-7 mainshocks. Circles are scaled to aftershock magnitude and
colored according to the difference between aftershock and mainshock magnitude M. Grey circles are
aftershocks with−2 < ∆M < −1. (middle) Running centroid distance normalized by mainshock
source radius. (bottom) Ranked distance with respect to the running centroid. From (van der Elst and
Shaw, 2015).
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Figure 2:Bigger triggered events are happening farther away. Ranked aftershock distance with respect
to the centroid location of previous aftershocks. Circles are scaled to aftershock magnitude. Solid black
line is the running average over one magnitude unit. Green lines are 68% 95% and 99% confidence
bounds on the mean from repeated random sampling of the smaller aftershocks (−2 < ∆M < −1).
From (van der Elst and Shaw, 2015).
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Figure 3:Distribution of aftershock running centroid distances as a function of mainshock magnitude,
for the first 3.2 days after the mainshock. Dashed lines show fit for constant stress drop source and1/r3

static stress drop and finite thickness seismogenic zone. Inset: Circles show aftershock zone length scale
estimated from non-overlapping mainshock magnitude. Solid line is constant stress drop with 3.0MPa
scaling for radius. From (van der Elst and Shaw, 2015).
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“Deterministic model of earthquake clustering shows reduced stress drops for nearby af-
tershocks”, [Shaw, Richards-Dinger, and Dieterich, 2015], Geophysical Research Letters,
42, 9231, doi:10.1002/2015GL066082, 2015.

While a number of viable physical mechanisms have been offered to explain the temporal
clustering of aftershocks, the spatial clustering of aftershocks, in particular the concentrated pro-
ductivity of aftershocks very near the main shock rupture area, has been difficult to reproduce
with physical models. Here we present a new deterministic physical model capable of repro-
ducing both the spatial and temporal clustering. We apply this new model to a longstanding
puzzling question raised by ground motion observations, which suggest that nearby aftershocks
show reduced ground motions relative to similar magnitude main shocks. In the model, the
physical basis for these observations is reduced stress drops for nearby aftershocks compared
to similar magnitude main shocks. These reduced stress drops are due to nearby aftershocks
rerupturing incompletely healed parts of the fault which ruptured in the main shock.

The new physical model builds off of the exremely fast RSQSim model developed by
Richards-Dinger and Dieterich(2012). It extends this model in two crucial ways. First, we
have generalized the model to allow for remote loading, rather than the more traditional meth-
ods using backslip loading. This new loading allows the model to self-organize slip onto struc-
tures, rather than reproducing a specified rate of slip. A second feature of our generalization is
the introduction of multi-stranded faults, taking a fault to be not a single surface but a braided
anastomosing system of surfaces. The multistranded aspect of faults is often noted in observa-
tions (Schaff et al., 2002;Shearer, 2002;Hickman et al., 2005;Bryant, 2005;Lin et al., 2007;
Madden and Pollard, 2012), but has generally not been included in modeling efforts (Ely et al.,
2009;Dunham et al., 2011). One reason for this may be that it presents substantial difficulties
for many numerical methods, such as finite elements and finite differences, since it requires
the ability to simulate closely spaced low angled surfaces. Multiple strands are important for a
number of reasons. First, it substantially reduces the tendency of rough faults to lock up (Di-
eterich and Smith, 2009), providing complementary extensional and compressional bends on
neighboring strands to accommodate shear motion. Figure 4 illustrates this effect, comparing
the slip-rate the system chooses under the same constant stress rate remote loading conditions,
in one case for single strand geometry, and in the other case for multiple strands. Note the more
crack-like (planar-fault-like) slip occurring across the multi-stranded system in Figure 4b.

While the simulations were developed and run on modest clusters, to get enough spatial
resolution to compare spatial distributions of events with observations at smaller magnitudes,
we need to turn to supercomputers. Figures 5 and 6 show results of an analysis of a simulation
on a supercomputer with grid resolution of.28km sided triangles for a six stranded 200 km
long fault zone (run on NSF’s TACC Stampede supercomputer. This run was done on 2048
processors in a 5 hour run. Larger runs with an order of magnitude more processors have also
been done on NSF’s Blue Waters, showing the ability of the code to scale up).

Quantitative measures of the aftershocks show good correspondence with observations, pro-
viding important validation measures of the model aftershocks. In Figure 7 we plot the time de-
pendence of the aftershocks and foreshocks. This figure shows we are getting the basics of the
time dependence right, the Omori law1/t behavior for aftershocks, and the related inverse time
behavior for previous foreshocks. Interestingly, for both the data and the model the exponent of
the decay in time is slightly less than 1, more like 0.8 . This has been understood as a feature
of how rate-and-state friction responds to stressing at different distances (Dieterich, 1994) and
heterogeneous stresses (Helmstetter and Shaw, 2006). Matching the time dependence is a nec-
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Figure 4: Single strand versus multistrand fault system geometry. Fault geometry is shown in upper
panels. Slip-rate summed across fault system width is shown in lower panels. (a) Single strand fault
geometry. Colorscale shows slip rate in cm/yr. View is looking up from the bottom of the faults; there is
more slip at the top free surface. The fault-perpendicularY -axis is magnified relative to the fault-parallel
X-axis to illuminate roughness features. (b) Multiple strands. (c) Single strand, slip rate summed across
directionsY and verticalZ. Dashed line shows crack solution set to maximum slip amplitude. (d)
Multiple strands, slip rate summed across directionsY and verticalZ. Note in the slip rates on the
bottom how the multistrand (d) is more crack-like in it’s summed slip across the fault zone, while the
single strand (c) is tending to slip less and lock up. From (Shaw et al., 2015)

essary condition to get right, but not sufficient. We also need to get the spatial, and productivity
statistics.

In Figure 8a we see the observed spatial distribution of aftershocks from California data. In
Figure 8b, we see the model data. For the range of magnitudes where we have the capability
to best make comparisons, small enough mainshock magnitudes to have many events and thus
good observational statistics, and large enough magnitude mainshocks to have enough spatial
resolution in the model to have a broad population of smaller aftershocks, we see very promising
initial results, as the consistency of the solid black data line and the thick red model line for
magnitude 5 mainshocks show in Figure 8b. Higher grid resolution gives more aftershocks, so
it is the shape of the curves which are the important comparison here.

Regarding productivity, Figure 9 suggests we may be doing pretty well, however. Fig-
ure 9 shows a comparison with Bath’s law, which states that on average the largest aftershock
is around 1.2 magnitude units smaller than the mainshock (with aftershocks restricted to have
magnitudes smaller than the mainshock). In the figure, the dotted line shows Bath’s law, com-
pared with the model results. Figure 10 shows a further productivity comparisson of the mag-
nitude dependence of the number of triggered events. Again, this comparisson with the ob-
servations is favorable. Ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) are empirically-based
equations giving parameterized expected levels of shaking as a function of magnitude, distance,
and source mechanism for earthquakes. They play a central role in engineering applications
for estimating expected shaking and design criteria. Based on regressions of recorded seismic
records of past earthquakes, they provide a benchmark description of median ground motions
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Figure 5: Seismicity in multistranded model on century timescales. Horizontal axis is distance along
faults in km. Vertical axis is time in years. Color denotes depth of rupture on an element, with red deep
and blue shallow. Note spatial temporal clustering of events. Note also aftershocks happening after large
events along the rupture area. From (Shaw et al., 2015)

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Example event on much shorter timescale. (a) Years, showing aftershocks happening along
rupture area. (b) Seconds, showing dynamic rupture and initial early aftershocks. Colors denote depth
of rupture on elements. Data from model run on NSF Blue Waters supercomputer. From (Shaw et al.,
2015)

and variability about the median. In recent community efforts at updating these relations, a
number of prominent groups have found reduced ground motions for nearby aftershocks (Abra-
hamson and Silva, 2008;Abrahamson et al., 2014;Chiou and Youngs, 2008). To give a sense
of the scale of the effect, in theAbrahamson et al.(2014) relation this effect is a reduction of
0.3 in the natural logarithm of the high-frequency ground motion. This is a substantial enough
effect, in terms of implied signal, and engineering implications, that an explanation for why it
is appearing in the regressions is important to understand. It is also a very puzzling effect. Are
aftershocks fundamentally different physically? Are there biases in the data sets? Are such cor-
rections sufficiently solidly based as to make design decisions on? Why are some groups seeing
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(a) (b)

Figure 7:Foreshock and aftershock temporal distribution. (a) Earthquake data from Northern California
from Shaw(1993). Solid lines are different magnitude mainshocks, M3-4, M4-5, M5-6 from bottom to
top. Short dashed lines are for M3-4 and M4-5 from bottom to top. Long dashed line is Omori law 1/t
for comparison. Note slightly shallower time decay in data. (b) Model data showing Omori law behavior
for aftershocks and preceding foreshocks. Red line is aftershocks of M5-6 mainshocks, magenta line is
aftershocks of M6-7 mainshocks. Blue line is foreshocks of M5-6 mainshocks, cyan line is foreshocks
of M6-7 mainshocks. Solid black line is 1/t decay, dashed line1/t0.8 decay for reference. Note slower
decay is better fit, as it is in real data in (a). From (Shaw et al., 2015)

an effect (Abrahamson and Silva, 2008;Abrahamson et al., 2014;Chiou and Youngs, 2008)
and others not (Boore et al., 2014)? Statistical seismicity models have thus far not incorporated
such effects into synthetic catalogs. They could, or not, but again, they contain what is put into
them, not tell us what the ingredients ought to be. Physical models, on the other hand, do have
the potential to address such questions. An absence of such an effect would not rule it out, as
many potential physical effects are missing in such models. But its presence, on the other hand,
would be a different matter. Then, its origin would be important to understand.

Motivated by this important question, we have explored this issue in the model, comparing
nearby aftershocks with mainshocks of similar magnitude. Figure 11 illustrates our impor-
tant new findings, that, indeed, the population of nearby aftershocks shows lower stress drops
than that of comparable magnitude mainshocks. Figure 11a plots the stress drops for individ-
ual events averaged over their rupture areas plotted against their magnitudes, with mainshocks
in red and nearby aftershocks in blue. There is a systematic shift between the population of
stress drops, with the nearby aftershocks lying on average below the mainshocks. While the
differences are only a fraction of the means, they are important physically and practically, and
are statistically significant, with the uncertainties in the mean (shown by error bars in the plot)
being less than the separation of the means. This supports an early idea based on limited obser-
vational data that stress drops for aftershocks might be lower (Boore and Atkinson, 1989); the
reason for this effect, however, as Figure 11b shows, differs from that early speculation, which
they attributed to areas of reduced stress. It also is consistent with more recent examinations
of this question which have also found lower stress drops for aftershocks (Baltay et al., 2011,
2013). In addition to reproducing these observations, what is especially interesting about our
model is we have found a physical basis for this effect. Figure 11b gives an explanation for
why the nearby aftershocks are exhibiting reduced stress drops in the model. It is essentially
coming from the fact that nearby aftershocks are frequently rerupturing parts of the fault which
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Aftershock Spatial Distribution. Number of aftershocks as a function of distance from the
mainshock hypocenter, binned in linear density. (a) Earthquake data from Northern California from
Shaw(1993). Solid line is M4 mainshocks, with different curves being cumulative events at increasing
time intervals. Thin dashed lines are M5 mainshocks. Thicker dashed line is a1/r3 theoretical curve
with a geometrical correction for finite seismogenic thickness. (b) Model data. Data from model run
on TACC supercomputer. Here foreshocks and aftershocks of M5 and M6 mainshocks are shown. Red
lines are M5 mainshocks, magenta lines are M6 mainshocks. Blue lines are M5 foreshocks, cyan lines
are M6 foreshocks. Again, different curves are cumulative events at increasing time intervals. Dashed
black line shows constant surface density, a linear increase in linear density. Thick black line shows,
for comparison, spatial distribution of aftershocks from observed M5 mainshocks; note how red model
M5 mainshock lines compare favorably with thick black earthquake data line for the spatial dependence.
From (Shaw et al., 2015)

have recently ruptured, and those parts have lower strength drops due to the slow rehealing of
faults, a feature present in the laboratory-based rate-and-state friction used in the model which
heals logarithmically in time. Figure 11b plots for individual events an average over the rupture
area of the drop in friction coefficient against the initial friction coefficient at the start of the
event. Due to the rate-and-state friction used in the model, during a dynamic event the fric-
tion drops to an approximately constant dynamic value (with a slight dynamic overshoot), so
unsurprisingly there is a linear trend of friction drop with initial friction. The points are color
coded by the log of the state variable averaged over the rupture area. The color coding makes
evident the effect: cold blue colors, indicating low state variable and short healing times, have
smaller initial strengths relative to the dynamic strength, and thus lower strength drops. The
blue points are concentrated in the lower left corner. These are the low strength drop, low stress
drop events. A clear physical mechanism underlies this important low stress drop nearby after-
shock effect. These results in Figure 11 of lowered friction drops of nearby aftershocks, and
its basis in the rerupturing of mainshock rupture area holds generically in the model. This is,
to our knowledge, the first theoretical indication of replication of the theoretically surprising
empirical observations of reduced shaking of nearby aftershocks.
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Figure 9:Bath’s law compared with model data. Magnitude of the largest aftershock on the vertical axis
versus mainshock magnitude on the horizontal axis. Dashed line shows Bath’s law, that the magnitude
difference is on average 1.2 magnitude units. From (Shaw et al., 2015)
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Figure 10:Aftershock productivity. Number of events above a cutoff magnitude in a fixed space-time
window as a function of mainshock magnitude. (a) Earthquake data from Northern California fromShaw
(1993). (b) Model data. Blue line shows foreshocks, red line shows aftershocks. Dashed line shows slope
1, solid line shows slope 0.8 . Data from model run on NSF Blue Waters supercomputer. From (Shaw
et al., 2015)
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: Lower median stress drops for nearby aftershocks relative to mainshocks in model. (a)
Mean stress drops averaged over rupture area as a function of magnitude. Red circles are averages for
individual mainshocks, blue circles are averages for individual nearby aftershocks. The blue circles
tending to lie below the red circles at a given magnitude illustrates the differences in the statistics of
the populations. Solid lines show averages for a given magnitude of the two populations, with yellow
showing mainshocks and cyan showing nearby aftershocks. Systematic lowering is shown by cyan curve
lying below yellow curve. Error bars on curves show one standard error uncertainty in mean. (b) Physical
origin for the lower mean stress drops of nearby aftershocks. The effect comes from nearby aftershocks
rerupturing portions of recent mainshock areas which are early in their rehealing process and thus have
lower dynamic strength drops. Plot shows friction drop versus initial friction value, averaged over source
area for individual events. Colors show average of the natural log of state variable in seconds (the state
variable heals linearly with time when stuck in the rate-and-state equations used here). The blue points
in the lower left show events which have been stuck for a shorter time and thus tend to have a lower
strength drop when they rerupture relative to the parts of the fault which have been stuck a long time,
shown in red points. From (Shaw et al., 2015)
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“ Long-Term Time-Dependent Probabilities for the Third Uniform California Earthquake
Rupture Forecast (UCERF3)”, [Field, et. al., 2015], Bulletin of the Seismological Society
of America, 105, doi: 10.1785/0120140093, 2015.

The 2014 Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP 2014) presents
time-dependent earthquake probabilities for the third Uniform California Earthquake Rupture
Forecast (UCERF3). Building on the UCERF3 time-in- dependent model published previously,
renewal models are utilized to represent elastic- rebound-implied probabilities. A new method-
ology has been developed that solves applicability issues in the previous approach for unseg-
mented models. The new meth- odology also supports magnitude-dependent aperiodicity and
accounts for the historic open interval on faults that lack a date-of-last-event constraint. Epis-
temic uncertainties are represented with a logic tree, producing 5760 different forecasts. Results
for a variety of evaluation metrics are presented, including logic-tree sensitivity analyses and
comparisons to the previous model (UCERF2). For 30 yrM ≥ 6.7 probabilities, the most sig-
nificant changes from UCERF2 are a threefold increase on the Calaveras fault and a threefold
decrease on the San Jacinto fault. Such changes are due mostly to differences in the time-
independent models (e.g., fault-slip rates), with relaxation of segmentation and inclusion of
multifault ruptures being particularly influential. In fact, some UCERF2 faults were simply too
long to produce M 6.7 size events given the segmentation assumptions in that study. Probabil-
ity model differences are also influential, with the implied gains (relative to a Poisson model)
being generally higher in UCERF3. Accounting for the historic open interval is one reason. An-
other is an effective 27% increase in the total elastic-rebound-model weight. The exact factors
influencing differences between UCERF2 and UCERF3, as well as the relative im- portance
of logic-tree branches, vary throughout the region and depend on the evalu- ation metric of
interest. For example,M ≥ 6.7 probabilities may not be a good proxy for other hazard or
loss measures. This sensitivity, coupled with the approximate nature of the model and known
limitations, means the applicability of UCERF3 should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

As a core member of the Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities , the PI has
contributed to this work, which has important broader impacts on society, feeding into seismic
hazard estimates, building codes, and insurance rates. Active participation of the PI in current
Operational Earthquake Forecasting efforts to model and disseminate shorter term earthquake
clustering behavior is ongoing, and further restuls from this collaboration is anticipated.
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